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ABSTRACT

Increasingly more users use mobile devices to watch videos
streamed over wireless networks, and they demand more
content at better quality. For example, market forecasts
reveal that mobile video streaming, such as mobile TV, will
catch up with gaming and music, and become the most pop-
ular application on mobile devices. In this tutorial, we will
present different approaches to deliver multimedia content
over various wireless networks to a large number of mobile
users. We will study and analyze the main research prob-
lems in modern wireless networks that need to be addressed
in order to enable efficient mobile video services. The tu-
torial will cover common research problems in wireless net-
works such as HSDPA, MBMS, WiMAX, LTE, DVB-H, Me-
diaFLO, and ATSC M/H. After giving the preliminaries of
the considered wireless network standards, we will focus on
important research problems and present their solutions in
details. Finally, we will discuss open problems and future
research directions in mobile video. The tutorial will be com-
posed of five parts, which are briefly described in Sec. 1–5.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.0 [Computer

Systems Organization]: Computer-Communication Networks –

General

General Terms: Design

1. INTRODUCTION
We present a simple model for mobile video streaming

systems, which abstracts away the common components to
enable efficient mobile video streaming. We then specialize
this model to several modern wireless networks, including
HSDPA, MBMS, WiMAX, LTE, DVB-H, MediaFLO, and
ATSC M/H. We next present the advantages/disadvantages
of mobile video streaming over each of the considered wire-
less networks. Our comparison concentrates on their archi-
tectures, protocols, operation, deployment cost, and future
potential. Our comprehensive comparison allows audience
to understand the merits of individual wireless networks,
and enables them to pick the wireless network that is most
suitable to their needs. More importantly, our introduction
clearly identifies the common components of all wireless net-
works. This enables general discussions on challenges and
solutions in the rest of our tutorial, which can be readily
applied to various wireless networks.
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2. CHALLENGES
First, we discuss general challenges in multimedia wire-

less networks. For example, mobile video streaming sys-
tems need to cope with high error rates in wireless net-
works, because wireless channels are vulnerable to noise,
fading, shadowing, and interference. In addition, some wire-
less networks deploy smaller cells to enable frequency reuse
for higher spectrum efficiency. In these wireless networks,
mobile video streaming systems must consider mobility and
handoffs for mobile users to roam among cells. Second,
we present challenges on providing good video streaming
Quality-of-Experience (QoE) in mobile video streaming sys-
tems, such as video quality, energy saving, and bandwidth
efficiency.

3. PROBLEMS AND RECENT RESEARCH

ADVANCES
We next discuss concrete research problems in multicast1

and unicast video streaming.

3.1 Multicast Video Streaming

• Prolong viewing time of mobile receivers. Multi-
cast streaming systems transmit each video in bursts at
a bit rate much higher than its encoding rate in order
to save energy on mobile receivers. This is called time

slicing, which requires base stations to carefully com-
pose burst schedules to guarantee streaming quality
and proper functioning of the system. Recent works,
such as [2], propose burst scheduling algorithms to
maximize energy saving of mobile receivers.

• Increase bandwidth efficiency of wireless net-

works. Higher bandwidth efficiency leads to more
concurrent video streams within a given network band-
width, and thus results in higher profits for service
providers. One way to increase bandwidth efficiency is
to encode videos in VBR (Variable-Bit-Rate), rather
than CBR (Constant-Bit-Rate), for higher statistical
multiplexing gain. Streaming VBR videos over mul-
ticast wireless networks, however, imposes more chal-
lenges to the base stations, which has been studied in
a few recent works, such as [3].

• Control channel switching delay. Since multiple
videos are time-multiplexed before being sent over the

1We interchangeably use multicast and broadcast in this pa-
per.



shared multicast medium, switching video channels in-
curs channel switching delay. Long and variable chan-
nel switching delay is annoying to users and may turn
them away from the video streaming service. Recent
studies [4,8] propose methods to reduce the switching
delay for better user experience.

• Support heterogeneous mobile receivers. Sup-
porting mobile receivers with heterogeneous resources,
such as screen resolution and decoder capability, is im-
portant for commercially-viable services. Traditional
simulcast concurrently transmits multiple nonscalable
streams of each video, which effectively reduces the
number of videos that can be offered by the service
provider. Recent works, e.g., [5], propose to multicast
scalable video streams in order to support heteroge-
neous mobile receivers.

3.2 Unicast Video Streaming

• Power-aware video streaming. Power consump-
tion of mobile receivers consists of three major com-
ponents: processing (for video coding), communica-
tion (for video delivery), and background (for other
parts, such as back-light). Optimally allocating the
stringent energy budget between processing and com-
munication is challenging because of the nonlinearity
between transmission power and packet error rate, as
well as between coding efficiency and en-/de-coding
complexity. Minimizing the overall power consump-
tion of mobile receivers is an active research topic [11].

• Rate allocation over a shared medium. Multiple
video streams sharing the same wireless network com-
pete with each other for available network bandwidth.
Rate control in application layer (encoding rate) and
network layer (streaming rate) must be carefully con-
sidered to avoid network congestion and late video
packets. We will discuss recent developments on rate
allocation such as those in [12].

• Stream adaptation for timely delivery. Since
wireless networks are bandwidth constrained, video
streams must be transformed into lower bit rates to
ensure timely delivery. Stream adaptation can be im-
plemented via transcoding [10] or scalable video cod-
ing [9]. Optimal stream adaptation is challenging due
to the complexity of human vision systems.

• Deadline oriented packet scheduling. Mobile vi-
deo systems must carefully schedule the sending times
of individual video packets to guarantee ontime deliv-
ery because late packets are essentially useless. The
packet scheduling problem is NP-Complete as a ma-
chine scheduling problem can be reduced to it, and
a few recent works propose greedy algorithms [7] and
approximation algorithms [6] to address it.

4. OPEN RESEARCH PROBLEMS
Several issues of mobile video streaming have not yet been

rigorously studied. We will present these open problems.
For example, we briefly describe an open problem of design-
ing a hybrid streaming network in the following, while more
open problems will be discussed in the tutorial.
To minimize bandwidth requirements, depending on the

number of receivers for individual videos, some videos may

better be multicast, while others may be more suitable to be
unicast. For illustration, consider a video stream requested
by a single mobile user, devoting a channel in multicast net-
works to it may not be bandwidth efficient. In such sce-
nario, streaming using unicast networks is more efficient.
Therefore, hybrid unicast-multicast networks lead to better
bandwidth efficiency. Several works in the literature investi-
gate the potential benefits of building such hybrid networks,
e.g., [1]. However, a few design challenges in such hybrid
networks remain open.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We will summarize our tutorial and review the most im-

portant take-aways. Moreover, we will give service providers
some guidelines on choosing the wireless networks that are
suitable to them. We believe our tutorial will largely sim-
plify the future design and implementation of mobile video
streaming over modern wireless networks.
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